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Abstract10

In recent years, active flap devices on wind turbine blades have been shown

to both reduce peak loads at the tower and extend blade fatigue life. Associ-

ated benefits include retrofitting existing tower infrastructure with longer and

greater energy-producing blades whilst also extending service life of blades.

In the current work, a novel wind turbine blade control method using morph-

ing flaps has been successfully investigated and demonstrated using a scaled

demonstrator mounted on an outdoor rotating test rig. Shape adaptive struc-

tures that remain conformal to the flow are increasingly referred to as morph-

ing devices. As part of the INNWind.eu project, a novel morphing flap device

was developed for a recently designed aerofoil. The proposed morphing flap

comprises a light-weight carbon fibre laminate, 3D printed honeycomb core

and a flexible silicone surface. A comprehensive test campaign using an out-

door rotating test rig under atmospheric conditions was carried out to assess

the potential effectiveness. As shown by experimental data, the morphing

flap provides good performance in terms of aerodynamic lift control of the
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blade and can provide dynamic load alleviation capability.

Keywords: morphing flap, turbine blade, load control, rotating test rig,11

dynamic12

1. Introduction13

Modern wind turbine blades are of increasingly larger size due to ever14

growing demand for reduced cost of energy, which brings in new challenging15

requirements of light-weight structures and efficient load control methods16

including dynamic fatigue loads. Conventional mechanical systems using17

pitch and yaw control become cumbersome for turbine blades of significantly18

increased size in terms of reaction speed and actuation energy requirements19

[1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10] As such, light-weight shape adaptive structures,20

conformal to flow and known as morphing technologies are currently being21

considered as the next generation of integrated blade design solutions for22

enhanced efficiency and improved performance [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18,23

19].24

Unlike pitch and yaw mechanical systems which move the entire blade in25

response to dynamic operation conditions, morphing structures can provide26

local blade profile changes to control aerodynamic pressure distribution, both27

span-wise and chord-wise, which possibly alleviate gust loads. Featuring inte-28

gral structural designs, morphing structures are characterised by continuous29

outer surfaces and smooth geometric variations, and by doing so facilitate30

the conformality of blade structures. The seamless structural design is also31

beneficial from an aeroacoustic perspective compared to conventional hinged32

flaps that are widely used on current aircraft [17].33
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Various morphing concepts and designs have been proposed in recent34

years and a few have been sucessfully demonstrated for applications on aero-35

plane wings and wind turbine blades [6, 7, 15, 17, 18, 19]. Daynes et al.36

designed a wind turbine morphing trailing edge consisting of a carbon fibre37

reinforced plastic (CFRP) laminate on the pressure side, a silicone sheet on38

the suction side and a hexagonal honeycomb core providing the through-39

thickness reinforcement. A CFRP rod, constrained to the bottom surface of40

the core and tied to the trailing edge, was used to push/pull the flap tip as41

an actuation method. The morphing flap proposed was successfully tested42

for large trailing edge deformations powered by an on-shelf electric servo-43

motor. Wind tunnel experiments confirmed the aerodynamic performance44

improvement of the morphing flap device. Following Daynes et al, Ai and45

Weaver [17] extended the morphing flap concept by introducing a 3D printed46

honeycomb core featuring zero Poisson’s ratio and spatially tailored stiffness47

in the design. The carefully selected honeycomb core enabled the morphing48

flap to provide targeted morphing profiles, which significantly enlarged the49

performance and structural design envelope. In a later study by the authors50

[20], a design optimization methodology was further developed for the mor-51

phing flap using stiffness tailored honeycomb core and the morphing flap was52

benchmarked with experimental tests on a demonstrator.53

Though promising progress has been made with regard to morphing con-54

cepts, material selection and realistic actuation solutions, there still remain55

significant challenges to further increase the associated technology readiness56

level of morphing technologies for mature commercialization. The incentive57

of this paper is to demonstrate the usage of a morphing flap on a wind tur-58
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bine blade for aerodynamic lift control and dynamic load alleviation purposes59

when combined with inflow sensors (see Fig.1).The testing activities carried60

out in the campaign in this paper bridges the divide between lab-scale tested61

morphing flaps[13, 14, 15, 16, 17] and the realistic commercialisation of such62

control surfaces as wind turbine flow control devices. The test campaign us-63

ing an outdoor rotating rig in DTU’s Risø campus provides an excellent op-64

portunity to mature morphing concepts and to explore potential barriers[8].65

This study of design, building and testing of morphing flaps is considered to66

be a significant advance in morphing structure applications, which, to the67

authors’ knowledge, is among the first of its kind. The morphing trailing68

edge concept selected in this paper, as shown in Fig.1, has been under con-69

tinuous research and development in recent years [15, 16, 17, 20]. The paper70

is organized as follows: firstly, the morphing flap concept is introduced, along71

with specific design requirements and associated numerical models predicting72

the structural responses; secondly, a demonstrator manufacturing process is73

described in detail followed by descriptions of the in-house mechanical test-74

ing results; thirdly, the outdoor rotating rig testing and results are presented75

with conclusive summaries and the paper then finishes with remarks on fu-76

ture work.77

2. The morphing flap concept78

The wind turbine blade aerofoil used in our morphing flap design, ECN-79

G30-18-60, was newly designed by the Energy Research Centre at the Nether-80

lands (ECN) through a series of optimization design studies[9]. The asym-81

metric aerofoil has large thickness at the first 50% chord length and the82
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Figure 1: A turbine blade with a morphing trailing edge device (flap skins are removed
for purpose of clarity).

trailing edge has a relatively flat upper surface while the lower surface is83

cambered. Considering the outdoor testing rig specifications, the morphing84

flap design requirements are given as: the morphing flap should extend to85

the full span, 2 m, of the turbine blade and account for 20% of the 1 m86

aerofoil chord length, namely 200 mm. Based on the actuation method vi-87

ability and ease of inter-changeability of the morphing flaps, eight uniform88

morphing trailing edges that have a span of 249 mm each are arranged along89

the turbine blade span and powered by a servomotor inside the blade profile.90

After a down-selection of the morphing concepts, the morphing trailing91

edge designed and benchmarked by Ai and Weaver[17, 20] was chosen for use.92

As shown in Fig.2, the morphing flap device consists of four components: 1) a93

CFRP laminate upper skin on the suction side of the aerofoil; 2) a 3D printed94

honeycomb core of zero Poisson’s ratio along the aerofoil chord providing the95

through-thickness support to the structure; 3) a pre-tensioned silicon lower96

skin on the pressure side to provide a smooth aerodynamic surface and 4) a97

CFRP rod to act as an actuation rod. The upper laminate skin is 0.4 mm98

thick and has a layup of [90/0/90]◦ with 0◦ aligning with the aerofoil chord.99
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Figure 2: The morphing flap design using 3D printed honeycomb core[20].

The composite material used is Hexcel IM7/8550 carbon/epoxy prepeg. Hon-100

eycomb cores have been widely used in many morphing structures for their101

highly anisotropic mechanical properties and light weight [21, 22]. How-102

ever, in many one-dimensional morphing behaviours, zero Poisson’s ratio103

honeycomb core receives growing interest due to its ability to provide large104

deformation in one direction without causing geometric changes in the per-105

pendicular direction [23, 24, 25]. In the morphing trailing edge studied in this106

paper, a zero Poisson’s ratio honeycomb core was designed and then man-107

ufactured using Laser-Sintering technology by i.Materialise with polyamide108

powder [20].109

One CFRP push/pull rod was selected as the actuation method for the110

morphing flap designed. The rod is attached to the honeycomb core through111
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fixing holes on the honeycomb core’s cell walls and glued to the trailing edge112

using epoxy resin. These connections allow the rod to move in/out along113

the bottom surface of the honeycomb core without any movement along the114

through-thickness direction. The rod is sufficiently stiff to carry and transfer115

the actuation load to the core and also has the flexibility to bend with the116

core avoiding internal structural distortion. The rod used has a diameter of117

2 mm with a longitudinal Young’s modulus of 150 GPa and a lateral Young’s118

modulus of 10 GPa.119

The finite element method (FEM) was used in the preliminary design120

phase to quantify the structural responses of the morphing flap under ac-121

tuation forces and aerodynamic pressure loads. The main objective was to122

obtain the trailing edge displacement-actuation load curve for the actuator123

selection purposes. The FEM model was prepared using commercial software,124

ABAQUS. Skins and honeycomb core wer modelled using S4R shell elements125

and the CFRP actuation rod was modelled using B31 beam elements. Ge-126

ometry non-linearity was considered in the ABAQUS model considering the127

designed large morphing flap deformation. The actuation rod is constrained128

to the bottom surface of the core at the mid-span using coupling constraints129

which have removed the rod’s degree of freedom along the thickness of the130

core. Clamped boundary conditions are applied at the rear spar of the mor-131

phing flap. Displacement boundary conditions are applied at the free end of132

the actuation road while the other end of the rod is tied to the flap trailing133

edge. Reaction forces at the free end of the rod are recorded for different134

given flap trailing edge deflections and logged as the actuation-deflection di-135

agram. In order to account for the testing environment of the rotating rig,136
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the centrifugal forces and aerodynamic pressure loads on the flap are con-137

sidered in the FEM model. The centrifugal forces were applied by providing138

a spinning angle speed for the whole blade structure around a rotating axis139

defined in the model according to the outdoor rig design. Pressure loads on140

the flap for varying angles of attack together with flap deformation were cal-141

culated using Xfoil[26]. The peak pressure loads on the flap were chosen as142

the design parameter and applied on the flap surface in the FEM model for143

maximum structural safety purposes. However, due to the morphing flap’s144

light weight nature, the centrifugal forces were found to have an insignificant145

effect on the actuation force requirements. At the same time, it is worth not-146

ing that the pressure loads on the morphing flap can significantly change the147

actuation force (up to 15%) depending on the flap deflection direction. With148

FEM analyses of the proposed flap design, it was found that for a flap with149

selected size and materials, an actuation force range of -250 N to 200 N is150

required, which is comparable to findings in Refs [16, 17, 20]. The actuation151

system in question is incorporated into the blade section and is described in152

a later section.153

2.1. Building and testing of the morphing flap demonstrator154

After the detailed FEM analyses was done to guide the design, a proto-155

type demonstrator was built in the structural lab of ACCIS for two purposes:156

to perform mechanical experiments validating the FEM and to better under-157

stand and explore the manufacturing process. In the proposed manufacturing158

process, the morphing flaps are built in four parallel steps: 1) the zero Pois-159

son’s ratio honeycomb core was designed and ordered from an external 3D160

printing service supplier; 2) the CFRP rod was then installed to the bottom161
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side of the core, penetrating through the guiding holes on the core cell walls162

and glued to the core tip using epoxy resin; 3) a pre-fabricated CFRP skin163

was glued to the upper side of the core and 4) a pre-tensioned rubber sheet164

was then attached to the bottom surface of the core with a thin layer of rubber165

glue. Note, the rear spar of the honeycomb core was designed to facilitate the166

easy connection between the flap and the blade section. Specific mouldings167

were rapid-prototyped using a Makerbot Replicator table 3D printer, which168

allows for low cost tooling with reasonably good quality. These in-house169

moulds ensure flap dimension stability, especially for the skin, honeycomb170

core and the glue layer thickness control.171

In the manufacturing phase, two different ways of installing the CFRP172

actuation rod were proposed and tested. In the first method, the honeycomb173

core used in the morphing flap was split into two parts: a rigid tip and a174

flexible core section. The tip and the core section can be joined mechanically175

for an easy and quick replacement. The actuation rod is connected to the176

flap tip (3D printed plastic part or CNC machined aluminium part) using177

mechanical linkages including a threaded rod head and an inserted coil in178

the tip. In the trial cases carried out at the ACCIS structural laboratory,179

a rigid tip section was produced using ABS plastic with a Stratasys rapid180

prototyping machine. A helical coil was then inserted into the tip with a cor-181

responding threaded head installed on the actuation rod end. Such a design182

allows for rapid interchange and replacement of broken components, which is183

economically advantageous. However, due to the brittle nature of the ABS184

plastic used, the helical coil slipped out of the tip section during a fatigue185

test. It is envisaged that changing the ABS plastics to aluminium would im-186

9
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prove the quality and reliability of the proposed design. The second method187

was then proposed and tested due to time and budgetary considerations. In188

the chosen design, an integrated honeycomb core was selected and the CFRP189

rod was then connected to the tip section using epoxy glue before skins were190

added. This joining method provided a robust and reliable performance for191

the demonstrators, but limits the possibility of replacement of broken com-192

ponents. However, at the early stage of the testing plan, it serves as a better193

option with relatively low cost and ease of manufacturing compared to the194

first method and continues to be used in the following manufacturing process.195

Figure 3: Structural responses characterization of the morphing flap using a video gauge
system.

The demonstrator was subsequently tested to characterize actuation re-196

quirements and particularly its fatigue performance to ensure the completion197

of the the entire test campaign. The static mechanical test set-up is shown198

in Fig.3. A test rig was prepared to support the demonstrator with the mor-199

phing trailing edge fixed to the top spars of the rig. The CFRP actuation200

rod was connected to the 1 kN load cell of a Schimadzu universal tensile201

10
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Figure 4: The actuation requirement of the morphing flap demonstrator.

testing machine. In the tests, stroke control is used which applies displace-202

ments to the actuation rod and the corresponding reaction load is moni-203

tored. An Imetrum video gauge system (see Fig.3) measured the real-time204

deformed shape of the morphing trailing edge and simultaneously recorded205

the load/stroke data. Different test speeds were used in the test campaign.206

Fig.4 presents measured actuation force requirements of the morphing flap207

demonstrator at various stroke speeds. Results show that the FEM model208

provides accurate prediction of the actuation force relative to the experimen-209

tal measurements. Testing speed was not found to significantly affect the210

actuation forces at this static testing bench. Furthermore, the fatigue per-211

formance of the proposed morphing flaps are of utmost importance during212

the testing campaign and hereby investigated in the laboratory before the213

outdoor tests were undertaken. Based on the results shown in Fig. 4, the214

flap demonstrator was set to reach a trailing edge deflection of 45 mm to-215

wards both the pressure and suction sides, which is approximately 4.5% of216
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the aerofoil chord. As the aim of the fatigue test is to ensure that the mor-217

phing flaps can survive the holistic testing campaign including the trial cases218

in DTU laboratory and the outdoor rotating testing, a low cycle number of219

10,000 was selected in the tests which provides sufficient margin for the entire220

testing activities. However, for a certified wind turbine blade structures, a221

fatigue test in order of 1 to 10 million cycles is demanded which is beyond222

the scope of our current research. The morphing flap demonstrator success-223

fully passed the fatigue test without any damaged being noticed. However,224

it is recommended that a comprehensive study of the morphing flap’s fatigue225

performance be undertaken for further development of the morphing flap.226

3. The blade section development227

The outdoor rotating test rig situated at DTU Risø Campus plays an228

important experimental role filling in the gap between full-scale MW exper-229

iments and wind tunnel tests for aerodynamic and aero-servo-elastic exper-230

iments on turbine blades. In flap testing activities on the rotating test rig231

in the INDUFLAP project[8], a beam that deforms elastically underpins the232

test. On the outer part of the beam different elements to be tested can233

be mounted for characterization of aerofoil characteristics through pressure234

measurements. Besides the main boom, a counter weight is mounted to235

balance the beam and the aerofoil section. During the measurements the236

turbine is driven by a motor which precisely controls rotational speeds. The237

idea behind the test rig is that the testing should be as close as possible to238

the operational environment of the real turbine and have the same unsteady239

inflow conditions and a size of the flap close to a full scale application. These240
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conditions were obtained by manufacturing a blade section with a 1 m chord241

and 2 m span and mounting it on a 10 m long boom on the rotating rig.242

A detailed instrumentation of the test rig has been carried out. Sensors are243

installed for the blade surface pressure measurements on the mid span po-244

sition, which enables a continuous monitoring of the instantaneous sectional245

aerodynamic loading on blade, and thus also allows for measuring the exact246

response of flap actuation. Another part of the instrumentation comprises247

two five-hole pitot tubes placed at the leading edge of the blade section for248

measuring the inflow to the blade. Finally, metrological data such as wind249

speed and direction are measured at three heights in a nearby met mast.250

The testing bed of the morphing flap design consists of a spanwise 2.0251

m long section, with a constant cross section of the ECN-G30-18-60, having252

a chord of 1.0 m covered with composite side pods in each end giving a to-253

tal length of 3.25 m. The section has an inner aluminium skeleton covered254

with shells of composite material and hatches for easy access to the instru-255

mentation inside blade. The section was dimensioned for test up to 30 rpm.256

The actuation system of the morphing flap and the adapter for mounting of257

the flap was designed in accordance with the morphing flap characteristics.258

The blade section was instrumented with 57 pressure taps distributed in the259

chord-wise direction at the mid-span position of the wing. Two of the taps260

were installed inside the trailing edge of the flap. Furthermore, 16 pressure261

taps were distributed along the span of the wing at 27% of the chord length262

from the leading edge. The pressure scanner used in the testing campaign263

is the Scanivalve DSA 3217 Pressure scanner model. Considering the actua-264

tion requirements, the eight uniform morphing trailing edges are actuated in265
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(a) The integrated actuation mechanism in the blade section.

(b) Flaps and blade section mounting design.

Figure 5: The integrated actuation mechanism in the blade section.

a connected motion using a linear motion servo-motor, a EXLAR K Series266

linear electric linear actuator with a maximum force of up to 15 kN, as shown267

in Fig.5.268

3.1. The rotating rig and test cases269

In this measurement campaign, signals from various sensors on the ro-270

tating rig and the mast were recorded. Data channels involve sensor signals271

related to: operation of rotating rig (rotor speed, rotor azimuth, yaw an-272

14
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Figure 6: The turbine blade section fitted with morphing flaps and mounted on the boom
before installation.

gle), inflow (wind speed and direction), flap operation (flap angle), blade273

section aerodynamics (pressure distribution from 57 chordwise and 16 span-274

wise pressure taps, 2 Pitot tubes inflow angle and velocity) and boom and275

blade section structural response (flapwise and edgewise strains at the root276

and at the wing, flapwise and edgewise acceleration at the wing). In total,277

130 data channels were recorded. The sensor signals in use have been con-278

verted from a raw (voltage) signal into a physical quantity already through279

the acquisition software processing.280

It is important to observe the performance of the blade section and mor-281

15
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Figure 7: The blade section and the boom installed on the outdoor rotating rig.

phing flap at a range of angles of attack and Reynolds numbers representative282

of the scenarios in which the morphing flap could eventually operate on a283

MW-scale turbine. The angle of attack range is approximately ±15◦ under a284

normal production scenario. The angle of attack is defined using wind speed,285

rotor speed, and boom pitch. The Reynolds number is determined by wind286

speed and rotor speed and should be at least 1 million, and preferably 3 to 10287

million. Due to vibration restrictions, the rig can only operate up to around288

20 rpm, while the boom pitch is limited to ±15◦ about zero. Although the289

flap is capable of a maximum trailing edge deflection angle of ±10◦ deg, it has290

16
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been limited to ±5◦ in all tests in order to limit any risk of placing extreme291

stress on the actuator. In all cases the rotor was placed at the mean wind292

direction.293

The test matrix (see Table.1) was defined with the target to test the aver-294

age aerodynamic performance of the morphing wing, its transient response,295

and its load control capability. Fig.8 depicts the control block diagrams used296

in the test.The following cases were tested in this campaign:297

• Flap steps: steps of the flap angle to its maximum trailing edge deflec-298

tion angle around the neutral position for average aerodynamic polars299

in atmospheric conditions and flap effectiveness;300

• Periodic feed-forward flap control: azimuth-based flap angle variation301

to counteract periodic loading due to yaw misalignment;302

• Inflow feed-forward flap control: proportional flap command based on303

filtered Pitot tube inflow angle.304

In the flap step cases, 5 min tests were conducted with the flap angle fixed305

at zero, as well as with step changes in flap angle every 10 seconds for a range306

of pitch settings. These tests were sufficient to measure both the transient307

and steady state response of the aerodynamics to the changing morphing flap308

angles. For the case of square flap input signals, the derived aerodynamic309

data was averaged over smaller periods during the flap activation cycle. In310

all cases a square input of 0.025 Hz is used, so the flap activation cycle is311

divided into 4 sections of 10 s each. The positive flap region is defined as312

the 1st section, the neutral flap region as the 2nd section, and the negative313

flap region is defined as the 3rd section, as shown in Fig. 9, where the314

17
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Table 1: Test cases in the rotating rig experiments.

case rotor speed (rpm) pitch angle (◦) flap runs duration (min)

1 20 0 no 2 5
2 20 0 steps 2 5
3 20 5 no 2 5
4 20 5 steps 2 5
5 20 10 no 2 5
6 20 10 steps 2 5
7 20 15 no 2 5
8 20 15 steps 2 5
9 20 -15 no 2 5
10 20 -15 steps 2 5
11 20 -10 no 2 5
12 20 -10 steps 2 5
13 20 -5 no 2 5
14 20 -5 steps 2 5
15 20 -5 azimuth control 8 5
16 20 -5 inflow control 2 5

positive, neutral and negative flap regions are shown in red, black and green,315

respectively.316

The second type of test concerns prescribed azimuth-based flap control,317

which comprises 5 min time series with the flap activated once per revolution318

towards its maximum positive or negative angles in order to counteract 1P319

periodic loading fluctuations. The flap signal comprises a 0.33 Hz harmonic320

signal (1/rev) with a tuned phase, which comprises an approximate half-321

sinusoidal signal from zero flap angle to either maximum positive or negative322

flap deflection (see Fig.9). All cases were conducted at a pitch setpoint of -5◦,323

which corresponds to an average angle of attack close to the design point.324

The flap was scheduled to be active for two revolutions, followed by two325

18
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revolutions of no flap activation. In order to test this periodic controller,326

cases where the rotor was placed at an average of 30◦ yaw misalignment were327

measured.328

(a) Azimuth-based flap control block.

(b) Inflow angle-based flap control block.

Figure 8: The morphing flap control block diagram.

The third case studies inflow-based feed-forward flap control, which com-329

prises 5 min with the flap activated with a proportional gain on the band-pass330

filtered inflow angle from the outboard Pitot tube. The inflow angle signal331

was filtered between 0.04 Hz-1 Hz, in order to remove the static gain and332

react to frequencies up to 3P. The proportional gain was tuned in a fashion333

to take advantage of the whole morphing flap angle range for the maximum334

variation of the inflow.335
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(a) Flap step signal indicating time periods of flap states for data binning
(Red: positive flap position, black: neutral flap position, green: negative
flap position).

(b) Flap signal as a function of the rotor azimuth (activation at a phase-
delayed blade top position in this case).

Figure 9: Morphing flaps control signal.

3.2. Test results336

The integrated aerodynamic forces at the wing section were calculated337

from the pressure tap measurements on the aerofoil, also utilizing the Pitot338

tube pressure measurements. In one part of post-processing, the local flow339

angle and local flow velocity were derived from the Pitot tube pressure differ-340

ences. In the remaining part of post-processing, the chordwise pressure tap341

data were utilized and corrected in order to calculate the integrated aerody-342
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Figure 10: Binned measured Cl data for: samples without flap activation (neu), data
corrected for 3D effects and Pitot tube pressure offset (neucor) and 2D CFD data (neusim).

Figure 11: Binned measured Cl data for: samples without flap activation (neu), 5◦ mor-
phing flap angle (pos), −5◦ morphing flap angle (neg) compared with 2D CFD data
(neusim,possim and negsim) as a function of angles of attack.

namic forces and coefficients. Computational fluid dynamic (CFD) methods343

were used in the data post-processing phase for verification.344

For the flap step cases, the pressure data were post-processed and CL345

values sorted based on the angle of attack and flap angle average values. It346

is seen that the uncorrected binned measured polars have an angle of at-347
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Figure 12: Binned measured Cp data at angle of attack of 8◦ for: samples without flap
activation (neu), 5◦ morphing flap angle (pos), −5◦ morphing flap angle (neg) compared
with 2D CFD data (neusim,possim and negsim).

tack offset and reduced slope compared to EllipSys 2D CFD fully turbulent348

RANS[27] (Fig.10). This difference arises due to 3D induction effects, up-349

wash of the Pitot tube measurement point and an identified pressure drop350

in the measurement system. Corrections are utilized in order to establish an351

accurate translation of aerodynamic measurements on the rotating rig to 2D352

aerodynamic polars. The pressure drop discrepancy was corrected by com-353

paring the pressure distributions to the CFD data, the Pitot tube upwash354

effect was derived based on simple 2D vorticity upwash, and the 3D induction355

effects were derived from Hawc2 simulations using the near-wake model[10].356

The corrected data are shown to compare well with 2D CFD, especially in357

the linear region (see Fig.10). The binned corrected data for all average flap358

positions are then shown and compared to EllipSys 2D CFD fully turbulent359

RANS data in Fig. 11. It is shown that the overall aerodynamic impact of360

the flap is captured well, with an average estimated variations in the linear361

region of 4CL = +0.2 and 4CL = −0.25 for the +5◦ and −5◦ flap an-362

gle respectively. The CFD data provide an estimated average variation of363
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(a) Time series of flapwise moment and azimuth-based actuation of mor-
phing flaps.

(b) Comparison of standard deviation of flpwise moment with azimuth-
based morphing flap actuation.

Figure 13: Effects of azimuth-based morphing flap actuation on the flapwise moment
responses.

4CL = +0.25 and 4CL = −0.3.364

The pressure coefficient data (Cp) are also binned around the design angle365

of attack of 8◦ for the baseline and morphing angle range samples. The binned366

data are shown and compared to EllipSys 2D CFD data in Fig.12. It is shown367

that the overall Cp curve shape is captured well, along with the effect of the368
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(a) Time series of flapwise moment and inflow-based actuation of mor-
phing flaps.

(b) Comparison of standard deviation of flpwise moment with inflow-
based morphing flap actuation.

Figure 14: Effects of inflow-based morphing flap actuation on the flapwise moment re-
sponses.

morphing flap deflections.369

The prescribed azimuth-based flap control comprises 5 min time series370

with the flap activated once per revolution towards its maximum positive or371

negative morphing angles in order to counteract 1P periodic loading fluctua-372

tions. The flap frequency is a 0.33 Hz harmonic signal (1/rev) with a tuned373
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phase, which has an approximate half-sinusoidal signal from zero flap angle374

to either maximum positive or negative morphing flap angles (see Fig.13).375

All tests were conducted at a pitch setpoint of -5◦, which corresponds to an376

average angle of attack close to the design point. The flap was scheduled to377

be active for two revolutions, followed by two revolution of no flap activation.378

In order to test this periodic controller, cases where the rotor is placed at an379

average 30◦ yaw misalignment were measured. The data from the flapwise380

strain sensor was collected and post-processed and sorted for every sample381

consisting of two revolutions without control and two revolutions with the382

morphing flap controller active. The statistics of every consecutive samples383

are then compared. The time series of the flapwise moment at the connection384

of the wing to the boom is shown in Fig.13, together with the morphing flap385

angle which is activated for two revolutions followed by two revolutions with-386

out activation. The morphing flap angle is driven to the maximum negative387

angle of -5◦ when the blade is at its top position, targeting the alleviation of388

peak loading. The comparison of the standard deviation of the flapwise mo-389

ment for every consecutive sample of no activation and azimuth-based flap390

activation is shown in Fig.13. Although, as expected, the prescribed azimuth-391

based flap activation is not robust, it results in an average reduction of the392

standard deviation of the flapwise moment of 12%.393

For the inflow flap control cases, the data from the flapwise strain sensor394

were post-processed and sorted for every sample consisting of 10 s without395

control and 10 s with the feed-forward inflow-based flap controller active.396

The statistics of every consecutive sample are then compared. The time397

series of the flapwise moment at the connection of the wing to the boom398
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are shown in Fig.14, together with the flap angle which is activated for 10399

s followed by 10 s without activation. The morphing flap angle in this case400

reacts to fluctuations of the inflow angle within the band-pass filtered range401

of frequencies up to 3P. The comparison of the standard deviation of the402

flapwise moment for every consecutive sample of no activation and azimuth-403

based flap activation is shown in Fig.14. The morphing flap controller results404

in an average reduction of the standard deviation of the flapwise moment of405

11%.406

As the test results show, the morphing device proposed herein, in com-407

parison with conventional blades, improves wind turbine blade performance408

in terms of lif-to-drag ratios, flow fluctuation attenuation and also blade load409

optimization. The overall performance enhancement effects of the morphing410

flap result from the pressure changes on the blade surface along the aerofoil411

chord and the blade span which was caused by the geometric variations of412

the blade profiles. A previous study [13] has shown that cambered morphing413

trailing edges can significantly influence the pressure envelope of the aerofoil414

including the leading edge, the flow wake developed rearward of the aerofoil415

and also the boundary layer profiles.416

4. Conclusions417

A morphing trailing edge device that has been designed, manufactured418

and benchmarked as a novel flow control method has been successfully tested419

on an outdoor rotating test rig. Results confirm the effectiveness of the420

morphing flaps on lift control and dynamic load alleviation for the turbine421

blade.422
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Morphing flaps consisting of CFRP laminate and 3D-printed honeycomb423

core were tested mechanically considering actuation requirements, activation424

frequency, i.e. the response speed of the flap system and also fatigue per-425

formance. Based on the geometry and material properties specified in this426

design case, a pushing and/or pulling force of up to 250 N was needed for427

the flap’s full deployment, about 5% of the blade aerofoil chord (50 mm) to-428

wards both the pressure and suction sides. However, due to limits on power429

of the linear servo-motor, only half of the maximum designed trailing edge430

deformation capability was tested on the outdoor testing rig yet still provides431

significantly promising results.432

The outdoor testing campaign using a rotating test rig adds rigour and433

robustness to the morphing flaps in this paper for future development pur-434

poses. The morphing flap fitted on the test bed section has provided en-435

hanced aerodynamic pressure and hence lift control capability to the blade.436

Furthermore, when combined with inflow sensors, they can significantly al-437

leviate adverse effects of the dynamic loads on the blade structure. The test438

campaign successfully demonstrated the potential of the new flow control439

devices, the morphing flap system and showed its viability for wind turbine440

blades. However, challenges remain before commercialisation and to address441

them, future work could include:442

• In the current test campaign, all eight morphing flaps fitted on the443

blade section are programmed to provide uniform trailing edge deflec-444

tion along the span while in future, a more complex test case using445

a separate actuation system for each morphing flap so as to provide446

spanwise geometry changes together with chordwise cambering could447
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be further investigated;448

• As a device proposed to help improve aerodynamic performance of449

wind turbine blades, a future systematic study on the methodology450

of reducing energy cost using morphing flaps could present a better451

outlook of morphing concepts and their potential commercial benefits;452

• To better understand the flow physics and performance improvement453

mechanisms, flow field measurements of the morphing flaps installed454

on the rotating rig should be carried out;455

• Currently, a united actuation system using a linear motion servo motor456

was used and in future, an improved system with potentially reduced457

weight and cost can be investigated to better facilitate the holistic458

control method using morphing flaps.459
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Author’s Novelty: 

  

1)      The application of morphing structures for simultaneous improvement of the 

aerodynamic performance of wind turbine blades   

2)      Design, modelling and prototyping of a morphing flap concept using 3D printed 

honeycomb core and carbon fibre laminate 

3)      Outdoor testing of morphing flaps mounted on a blade section using a rotating testing rig 

in field for realistic effects 

4)      Results confirmed the improved aerodynamic enhancement and also the dynamic load 

alleviation effects achieved using the proposed blade control methods with morphing flaps 

 


